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's yoga centre is in the coastal
Dunsborough, south of Perth.
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In the heart of WA's wine country lies a
healthy retreat like no other in Australia.
By Sue White
at the
sitting on
the long wooden table in front of me, I can't help being
overwhelmed by the fact that my Saturday morning
breakfast boost is the colour of grass. Not a tired,
drought-afflicted Australian grass: my green smoothie
boasts a rolling-hills-of-Ireland tone. Steeling my mind,
I use the thoughtfully provided eco-straw to take a
tentative sip. In shock, I stare back at the drink-it's still
Irish green, so why does it taste so good?
I soon discover that the green smoothie (frozen
bananas, apple, orange, lime juice and a large wad of
spinach) is only the first in a series of eye-openers in store
for me at this "Back-to-Nature" weekend at Samudra,
a yoga centre in the heart of Western Australia's
wine country
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We're just a few hours drive south of Perth in the
small town of Dunsborough. Although Dunsborough
is technically part of the nearby Margaret River
region, the 32km divide is significant: both areas may
have great beaches and superb wines, but residents each
stick determinedly to their respective slices of West
Coast heaven.
It's good to understand the locals' perspective,
because unlike most yoga retreats, where the bulk of
time is spent in and around the yoga space, my weekend
is to be spent getting out amongst them, courtesy of
the Samudra team, who cheerfully chauffeur us around.
But while an inspiring exploration of Dunsborough's
gorgeous surrounds lies ahead, right now I have little
inclination to move. Post-smoothie, fresh fruit and a dish
of lively chocolate granola, I'm comfortably ensconced
in Samudra's cafe, already starting to understand why
everyone around me looks so darn happy and healthy
While it's easy to create a nurturing space in a
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Samudra
yoga teacher
Nikki Pichert
in Viparita
Anjali Mudra
(Reverse
Prayer Pose).

Richard Clarke is an
ei^ert in local flora.

secluded resort, Samudra's village-based
centre will impress even the most travelled
yogi. Originally a furniture factory, Samudra
opened its doors here in November 2008. The
building now boasts excellent eco-credentials.
two yoga halls, a (mainly) raw-food cafe and a
surprisingly tempting retail store, creating a
final mix unlike anything else I've seen yet in Australia. Although
we're here on retreat, Samudra is a fully functioning yoga studio
that anyone can drop in to for their daily classes, or sign up for
ongoing courses.
This yogic haven has been the obvious recipient of both love
and money. Walls painted with the yogic ethics (yamas and
niyamas) somehow sit naturally beside a stand of surfboards, and
within hours of meeting the team I realise that the boards aren't
just for show: we're not hitting the waves this weekend, but surf
retreats are a big part of the Samudra offering.
Samudra is an Ashtanga studio, a flowing practice that is not
for the faint-hearted (just ask Madonna). Or at least, so I thought
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until I had a couple
of classes with our I
retreat teacher,
Nikki Pichert.1
Nikki's 'softly,!
softly* approach to
Yoga-inspired
Ashtanga is warmly welcomed by our small
art adorns
group. That's not to say we don't learn a lot Samudra's walls.
in the three classes, each between one and
two hours long. Passed down from Indian
guru Pattabhi Jois, she uses Friday night's class to jump into our
first Surya Namaskar (Sun Salutation), as well as introducing one
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The coastal walk to
nearby Cape Naturaliste
Lighthouse.

of the keys to Ashtanga practice, Ujjayi breath.
"I think of it as the sound of the ocean or the wind in the
trees," she says, encouraging us not to be shy when making the
audible sound in front of strangers.
Ashtanga practice is the same every time, and although there
are six series in total, it's a dedicated practitioner who even gets
beyond the first in one lifetime.
With flowing movements and plenty of tricky postures early
on, the Ashtanga sequence usually goes well until newbies realise
that jump backs into Chaturanga (Four-limbed Stiff Pose) are
part of the sun salutes, and that half-lotus leg positions can
pop up surprisingly often. Nikki's steady but gentle approach
is appreciated by those newer to yoga (many others) and the
sluggish (me). I quickly realise we are all equally grateful for
the options she offers to keep things at an appropriate level for
our group.
The stunning coastline of

A s h t a n g a is a
practice of dedication:
serious practitioners
run through their
asana daily in an
impressive display of
Tapas (commitment),
so it's no surprise that
Nikki touts the practice as good for all body types. While I beg
to differ-for me, Ashtanga is most suitable for young, flexible
bodies devoid of injury, except when it's taught in this slow,
steady way-it hardly matters, because come Saturday there's
plenty to be explored outside the yoga room.
As my bursting-full belly and I leave the cafe, I spend most
of the drive to nearby Meelup Regional Park wondering how
dehydrated pumpkin seeds, sunflower seeds, hazelnuts and
cacao nibs evolved into such a tasty breakfast cereal. But arrival
at the coast quickly distracts me from thoughts of food: with its
crystal clear ocean, coastline dotted with small sandy beaches
and humpback whales showing off in the distance, the Cape

act File
AMUDRA'S BACK-TO-NATURE RETREAT runs in
ctober 2011. Priced from $800 including all meals,
activities and two nights' eco-aecommodation
'lingup Forest Resort. You're asked to bring a
ut ifyou can't, it's no problem. Other themed
oqa retreats at Samudra operate throughout the
year and you can drop in anytime for a yoga class or
eal. )f you can't get to the retreat but want to try
"ieir food, a selection of Samudra produce is now
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Naturaliste Peninsula is stunning. There :r_r.~ be no meditation
in ouryoga program, but the regular dose of coastal serenity turn
sout to do a similar job.
It's no wonder everyone we meet over the loDowing 56 hours is
quietly stoked to be here: the seed collector who guides us up the
hill teaching us about the local plant life. Richard Clarke from
the Geographe Community Landcare Nursery, is passionate
about the area's flora; while at the Wardan Aboriginal Centre,
Josh Whiteland quietly nourishes while teaching visitors and
locals about his indigenous heritage.
Our sea kayaking guide, Mike \fise. radiates contentment
as he navigates us on a 5km round trip along more stunning
coastline; while husband and wife team Jamie Martin and Andrea
Nerva channel laid-back enthusiasm as the'.' ^e: us up close and
personal with the passing whale migration. Over the weekend,
it's difficult to decide who likes their job more.
It soon becomes clear that my weekend has two heroes:
the region of Dunsborough and the Samudra food. Raw has
never taken my fancy, but while I admit I'm read)- to ingest a
nice warm curry on my way home on Sunday night, the chefs
at Samudra spend 48 hours impressing us with items like sushi
made with hazelnuts instead of rice, and zucchini wraps so good
it's impossible to believe they are gluten free.
Their will to share is another surprise ingredient. Classicallytrained cook Ben Flowerday, now a convert to raw food, spends
Saturday evening giving us a raw "cooking lesson at our off-site
eco-friendly accommodation, Yallingup Forest Resort, where
he makes zucchini pasta, Brazil nut and cashew sauce and even
nut milk look so easy to make I promise to try them myself
at home.
By Sunday afternoon, I'm exhausted, but oddly invigorated.
Somehow, in just two nights the Samudra team have managed
to turn me on to raw food, their coastal haven of Dunsborough
and (who would have thought) green smoothies in one hit. I may
not yet be ready for jump backs into Chaturanga. but I'll never
look at a green beverage in quite the same way *!•
Sue White is a Sydney-based freelance writer and longtime practitioner
ofbathayoga. Sue travelled as a guest of Samudra and Tourism WA
(www. westernaustralia. com)
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